In this talk I review recent progress in the computation of processes involving top quarks in the framework of Standard Model Effective Theory at NLO in QCD. In particular I discuss the impact of higher-dimensional operators on top pair production in association with a photon, a Z boson and a Higgs. Results are obtained within the automated framework of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO.
Introduction
With Run-II of the LHC, a plethora of precise top-quark measurements is expected. In addition to the main production processes: pair and single top production, results for the associated production of top quarks with a vector boson and a Higgs have been collected by CMS and ATLAS. Remarkable progress has been achieved in providing precise theoretical predictions for this class of processes in the Standard Model (SM). In particular the ttH process is known at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD [1] [2] [3] [4] , with off-shell effects [5] , and at NLO in electroweak (EW) [6, 7] . Results for ttZ have been presented at NLO in QCD in [3, 8] and NLO in EW in [6] , while ttγ is known at NLO in QCD [3, 9] . A detailed phenomenological study of SM top production in association with a Higgs and electroweak bosons can be found in [10] .
Precise predictions for deviations from the SM will become equally important at the LHC Run II. The Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) provides a powerful framework to consistently and systematically describe deviations from the SM via higher-dimension operators which modify the SM Lagrangian as follows:
Recently fully differential NLO QCD corrections to top-quark processes in the EFT have started to become available. These include the top-decay processes [11, 12] , single-top production triggered by flavor-changing neutral interactions [13] , top-quark pair production and single top production [14, 15] . QCD corrections are found to have a large and nontrivial impact on both the total cross sections and the differential distributions. NLO results come with reduced theoretical uncertainties and can therefore play an important role in extracting more reliable information in the context of global EFT fits [16, 17] . In this talk I focus on the recent computation of ttZ, ttγ and ttH at dimensionsix at NLO in QCD discussed in more detail in [23, 24] . These results have become available within the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO framework [18] . FeynRules and NLOCT are used to obtain a UFO model [19] [20] [21] [22] which is then imported into MadGraph5_aMC@NLO to provide NLO accurate results.
ttZ/γ in the EFT
The operators contributing to ttZ/γ production up to dimension-six are the following [25, 26] : Table 1 : Cross sections (in fb) and corresponding K-factors for ttZ production at the LHC at √ s = 13 TeV for the different dimension-six operators. Percentages correspond to scale uncertainties.
The above operators form a complete set that parameterises the top-quark interactions to the gluon and the electroweak gauge bosons, which contribute at O(Λ −2 ). The contributions of these operators to ttZ, ttγ and ttµ + µ − are computed in [23] at NLO in QCD. As an example we show results for ttZ in Table 1 , where the following notation is used:
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0.01 Differential distributions for ttZ, ttγ and ttµ + µ − are also obtained in [23] . We show some representative results in Fig. 1 for the Z and photon p T , which demonstrate the difference between the SM and dimension-6 shapes and K-factors. Results for all processes are summarised in Fig. 2 which shows the contribution of the various operators to the different processes at LO and NLO. We note here that the same set of operators impacts the gluon fusion contribution to HZ production and e + e − → tt, for which results are also presented in [23] . as well as the scale uncertainties. Figure 3 : NLO cross sections in pb for ttH at 13 TeV and corresponding K-factors. Scale, EFT scale and PDF uncertainties are also included.
ttH in the EFT
For ttH production we consider the following operators [24] :
The three operators mix under RG flow, O tG mixes into O φG , and both of them mix into O tφ . Results for the cross sections at 13 TeV are summarised in Table 2 using the notation of Eq. (3). The renormalisation and factorisation scale, EFT scale and PDF uncertainties are also shown. The EFT scale uncertainty is associated with the missing higher order corrections to the operators. It is obtained by computing the EFT cross section at a different EFT scale and then evolving this result taking mixing and running effects into account. A detailed discussion of RG effects and a comparison between full NLO and RG corrections is presented in [24] , demonstrating that RG corrections are not a good approximation of the full NLO result.
Differential distributions can be obtained both at fixed-order and matched to the parton shower. Figure 4 shows the p T of the Higgs in ttH at 13 TeV at LO and NLO (fixed-order), demonstrating different shapes between different operators and non-flat K-factors.
Finally a connection between the top and Higgs sectors is drawn by also considering the loop-induced processes gg → H, pp → Hj and gg → HH for which predictions at dimension-6 are given for the operators of Eq. (4). The contributions of the chromomagnetic operator (O tG ) to Hj and HH are obtained for the first time. Current LHC results for single Higgs and ttH production and projections for the High Luminocity (HL) LHC can be used to extract current and potential limits on the operator coefficients. An example of a two operator fit is shown in Fig. 5 , where the degeneracy between O tφ -O φG is broken by considering both single Higgs and ttH results. A more detailed discussion is given in [24] . 
Summary
In these proceedings I summarised the computation of top quark processes, in particular ttV and ttH in the SMEFT at NLO in QCD within the automated MG5_aMC framework. Results for loop-induced processes can also be extracted in the same setup. These results can be readily used to improve the results of global EFT fits in the top sector.
